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Standard features
4 electronic controller
4 digital temperature display
4 base plus 5 shelves
4 3 position shelves
4 epos ticket strips
4 multiplexable
4 32mm mirrored or glazed 

endwalls
4 low energy canopy lighting
4 range of product 

temperatures
4 low level electrical 

control box
4 manual nightblinds

Options
4 electric nightblinds
4 perspex case dividers
4 perspex shelf risers
4 multiplexing kit
4 pin bar and hooks
4 produce racks
4 under shelf lighting
4 low energy fans
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Dallas 70 meets Class M0
specification (product at -10c to
+40c) and is suitable for all products
including fresh meat.

With its 700mm profile and 400mm
shelves the dallas boasts a massive
display area for its size, ideal for
smaller retail spaces. Suitable for all
applications including meat.

Dallas 70 Excellent value for money
Dallas combines reliability with refrigeration performance, utilizing a high performance
evaporator, low energy lighting and optional low energy fans. The result is a value-for-money
package matched by few products in its class - low capital cost and exceptionally low running costs.
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Dallas 70 (M0)

Dallas 85 (M0)

Dallas 60 (M1)

Dallas 70 Plus (M1)

Dallas 100 (M0)

Dallas 85 Plus (M1)

Dallas 70 Minus (M0)

Dallas 85 Major (M2)

Dallas 70 (M0)



Improving the shopping experience
Installation with a remote condensing unit means that the noise of the compressor

and the extracted heat of refrigeration are outside the store, enhancing the retail

environment

Dallas
retail enviroment

Low running costs
Low energy lighting is a Dallas standard feature.
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Dallas 85 meets Class M0
specification (product at -10c to
+40c) and is suitable for all
products including fresh meat.

With its 850mm profile and standard
450mm shelves dallas 85 can be
set up for dairy, produce. drinks,
and meat display. 

For M2 applications (product
temperatures of –10C to +70C)
Dallas 85 can be specified with
500mm deep shelves at extra cost.

Dallas 85Dallas
maximising retail impact

Product visibility

Styling and design of the Dallas remote display case is simplicity itself. With its low front and deep

shelves Dallas puts the emphasis on the products on display, maximising your sales impact

despite its narrow profile.
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Dallas 85 (M0)


